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Giorgio Agamben A Critical Introduction
Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben presents an account of the political upheavals that
ensued as the COVID-19 pandemic brought his country—and with it his countrymen's
personal liberties—to a crashing halt. While controversial, Agamben’s reflections on the
transformation of Western democracies hold implications far beyond any present crisis.
In attempting to answer the question posed by this book's title, Giorgio Agamben does
not address the idea of philosophy itself. Rather, he turns to the apparently most
insignificant of its components: the phonemes, letters, syllables, and words that come
together to make up the phrases and ideas of philosophical discourse. A summa, of sorts,
of Agamben's thought, the book consists of five essays on five emblematic topics: the
Voice, the Sayable, the Demand, the Proem, and the Muse. In keeping with the author's
trademark methodology, each essay weaves together archaeological and theoretical
investigations: to a patient reconstruction of how the concept of language was invented
there corresponds an attempt to restore thought to its place within the voice; to an unusual
interpretation of the Platonic Idea corresponds a lucid analysis of the relationship
between philosophy and science, and of the crisis that both are undergoing today. In the
end, there is no universal answer to what is an impossible or inexhaustible question, and
philosophical writing—a problem Agamben has never ceased to grapple with—assumes the
form of a prelude to a work that must remain unwritten.
Since the publication of Homo Sacer in 1995, Giorgio Agamben has become one of the
world s most revered and controversial thinkers. His ideas on our current political
situation have found supporters and enemies in almost equal measure. His wider thoughts
on topics such as language, potentiality, life, law, messianism and aesthetics have had
significant impact on such diverse fields as philosophy, law, theology, history, sociology,
cultural studies and literary studies. Yet although Agamben is much read, his work has
also often been misunderstood. This book is the first to fully take into account Agamben s
important recent publications, which clarify his method, complete his ideas on power, and
finally reveal the role of language in his overall system. William Watkin presents a
critical overview of Agamben s work that, through the lens of indifference, aims to give a
portrait of exactly why this thinker of indifferent and suspensive legal, political,
ontological and living states can rightfully be considered one of the most important
philosophers in the world today."
"Traversing the fields of pedagogy, philosophy, and political theory, this book develops a
marxist theory of education that will be useful for academics and activists alike. The
second edition includes two additional chapters as well as a new preface and revisions
throughout"-A stranger takes over a role in a play, leaving the rest of the cast to ponder his motives.
Two minutes into the second act, there is a knock on Nicolas Boehlmer’s dressing-room
door, just as he’s smoking his last cigarette before having to go back on stage . . . and,
without thinking, he says,“Come in,” still in character. He quickly finds himself bound,
gagged, and stripped by a man who appears to be his mirror image: costumed in the same
wig, make-up, and clothes. Nicolas is powerless to prevent his usurper from going out
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and playing his role—with increasingly ridiculous consequences. Is this “upstaging” the
act of a depraved amateur? Sabotage by a rival? A piece of guerrilla theater? A political
statement? Whatever the cause, Nicolas and his fellow actors soon find their play—and
their lives—making less and less sense, as the parts they play come under assault by this
irrational intruder.
A Critical Overview
Democracy in What State?
Catastrophe and Redemption
Agamben's Coming Philosophy
The Church and the Kingdom
Agamben and Law
Requiring no prior knowledge of the series, Colby Dickinson provides a guide to understanding
why Agamben's Homer Sacer series is one of the most significant philosophical texts of the past
century. He explores key concepts including sovereignty, potentiality, form-of-life, the state of
exception, inoperativity, glory and the messianic as they appear and reappear throughout the
series.
The first truly comprehensive and fully up-to-date critical introduction to the philosophy of Giorgio
Agamben for an interdisciplinary audience.
This book collects new contributions from an international group of leading scholars – including
many who have worked closely with Agamben – to consider the impact of Agamben’s thought on
research in the humanities and social sciences. Giorgio Agamben: Legal, Political and
Philosophical Perspectives addresses the potential of Agamben’s thought by re-focusing
attention away from his critiques of Western politics and towards his scheme for a political future.
Part I of the book draws upon a wide range of issues such as legal oaths, legal reasoning and
Christian conceptions of love in order to examine the potential for Agamben’s work to impact
upon future legal scholarship. Part II focuses on political perspectives that include references to
Marx, Rousseau and Agamben’s conception of the ‘messianic’. Theology, biology, and the
thought of Gilles Deleuze, Walter Benjamin and Antonin Artaud are all drawn upon in Part III to
explore philosophical perspectives in Agamben’s thought. This book demonstrates the
importance and originality of Giorgio Agamben, who has articulated a vision of politics that must
be recognised as an influential contribution to modern philosophical and political thinking. It is a
book that will be of considerable interest to many working across the humanities and social
sciences.
Tracing how the logic of inoperativity works in the domains of language, law, history and
humanity, 'Agamben and Politics' systematically introduces the fundamental concepts of
Agamben's political thought and a critically interprets his insights in the wider context of
contemporary philosophy.
A critical introduction to the work of the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben.
The Bloomsbury Italian Philosophy Reader
Work of Giorgio Agamben
Giorgio Agamben's Homo Sacer Series
Alain Badiou
The Meanings of Violence
Agamben's Philosophical Lineage
In this book, Dickson and Kotso examine Agamben’s more recent theologically-focused writing
and its implications for philosophical thought.
Italian philosophy constitutes one of the most vibrant and fruitful areas in contemporary
thought, bringing extraordinary novelty to some of the oldest tropes, from human nature to the
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relation between political power and life, the thinking of actuality and potential, and the nature
of work and labour. This reader includes texts by the most renowned thinkers, from Dante and
Machiavelli to Giorgio Agamben, Antonio Negri, and Roberto Esposito, all of which are
introduced by an expert on the particular thinker, and situated within the context of their work
as a whole. The Bloomsbury Italian Philosophy Reader provides a unique resource for
students and scholars alike, covering the history of Italian thought to the present day.
This title is a book of three richly detailed treatments of the myth of Kore. Kore, also called
Persephone and referred to poetically by the Greeks as 'the unspeakable girl', was the
daughter of Dermeter and Zeus who was abducted by Hades and made queen of the
netherworld.
This collection of articles brings together a selection of previously published work on
Agambens thought in relation to law and gathered from within the legal field and theory in
particular. The volume offers an exemplary range of varied readings, reflections and
approaches which are of interest to readers, students and researchers of Agambens lawrelated work.
Cinema and Agamben brings together a group of established scholars of film and visual culture
to explore the nexus between the moving image and the influential work of Italian philosopher
Giorgio Agamben. Including two original texts by Agamben himself, published here for the first
time in English translation, these essays facilitate a unique multidisciplinary conversation that
fundamentally rethinks the theory and praxis of cinema. In their resourceful analyses of the
work of artists such as David Claerbout, Jean-Luc Godard, Philippe Grandrieux, Michael
Haneke, Jean Rouch, and others, the authors put to use a range of key concepts from
Agamben's rich body of work, like biopolitics, de-creation, gesture, potentiality and profanation.
Sustaining the eminently interdisciplinary scope of Agamben's writing, the essays all bespeak
the importance of Agamben's thought for forging new beginnings in film theory and for
remedying the elegiac proclamations of the death of cinema so characteristic of the current
moment.
The Philosophy of Agamben
The Political Thought of Giorgio Agamben
The Political Ontology of Giorgio Agamben
Education for the Commons
Critical encounters between Giorgio Agamben and architecture
Upstaged (French Literature Series)
Istanbul's AemberlitaAY HamamA provides a case study for the cultural, social and
economic functions of Turkish bathhouses over time
The Ethics of a Potential Urbanism explores the possible and potential relevance of
Giorgio Agamben’s political thoughts and writings for the theory and the practice of
architecture and urban design. It sketches out the potentiality of Agamben’s politics,
which can affect change in current architectural and design discourses. The book
investigates the possibility of an inoperative architecture, as an ethical shift for a
different practice, just a little bit different, but able to deactivate the sociospatial
dispositive and mobilize a new theory and a new project for the urban now to come.
This particular reading from Agamben’s oeuvre suggests a destituent mode of both
thinking and practicing of architecture and urbanism that could possibly redeem them
from their social emptiness, cultural irrelevance, economic reductionism and protoavant-garde extravagance, contributing to a renewed critical ‘encounter’ with
architecture’s aesthetic-political function.
Two months after the attacks of 9/11, the Bush administration, in the midst of what it
perceived to be a state of emergency, authorized the indefinite detention of noncitizens
suspected of terrorist activities and their subsequent trials by a military commission.
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Here, distinguished Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben uses such circumstances to
argue that this unusual extension of power, or "state of exception," has historically
been an underexamined and powerful strategy that has the potential to transform
democracies into totalitarian states. The sequel to Agamben's Homo Sacer: Sovereign
Power and Bare Life, State of Exception is the first book to theorize the state of
exception in historical and philosophical context. In Agamben's view, the majority of
legal scholars and policymakers in Europe as well as the United States have wrongly
rejected the necessity of such a theory, claiming instead that the state of exception is a
pragmatic question. Agamben argues here that the state of exception, which was meant
to be a provisional measure, became in the course of the twentieth century a normal
paradigm of government. Writing nothing less than the history of the state of exception
in its various national contexts throughout Western Europe and the United States,
Agamben uses the work of Carl Schmitt as a foil for his reflections as well as that of
Derrida, Benjamin, and Arendt. In this highly topical book, Agamben ultimately arrives
at original ideas about the future of democracy and casts a new light on the hidden
relationship that ties law to violence.
This book provides a view of the work of philosopher Giorgio Agamben in relation to his
own most basic theological premises and the discipline of theology.
What if we've been wrong when reading Agamben? Mathew Abbott argues that
Agamben's thought is misunderstood when read in terms of critical theory or traditional
political philosophy. Instead, he shows that it engages with political ontology: studying
the political stakes of the question of being. Abbot demonstrates the crucial influence of
Martin Heidegger on Agamben's work, locating it in the post-Heideggerian tradition of
the critique of metaphysics. As he clarifies it, Abbott links Agamben's philosophy with
Wittgenstein's picture theory and Heidegger's concept of the world-picture, showing the
importance of this for understanding - and potentially overcoming - the forms of
alienation characteristic of the society of the spectacle.
Cinema and Agamben
Collected Essays in Philosophy
Finding a New Use for Theology
Ethics, Biopolitics and the Moving Image
State of Exception
Figure of This World

The work of Giorgio Agamben, one of the world’s most important living
philosophers, has been the object of much scrutiny. Yet, there is one
dimension of his thought that remains unexamined by scholars: the
presence of the ancient science of astrology in his writings. This book, the
first of its kind, identifies the astrological elements and explains the
implications of their usage by Agamben. In so doing, this study challenges
us to imagine Agamben’s thought in a radically new light. A critical account
of the presence of astrology and related themes in Agamben’s writings,
ranging from the earlier works to the more recent publications, illustrates
that the astrological signature constitutes a mode of philosophical
archaeology that allows for an enhanced understanding of concepts that
are central to his works, such as potentiality, the signature, bare life and
biopolitics.
This collection of essays, newly available in paperback, seeks to explore
Agamben's work from philosophical and literary perspectives, thereby
underpinning its place within larger debates in continental philosophy.
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With the publication of The Use of Bodies (2016), Agamben's multi-volume
Homo Sacer project has come to an end, or to paraphrase Agamben, has
been abandoned. We now have a new vantage point from which to reread
Agamben's corpus; not only his method but his political and philosophical
thought can been seen in a clearer light. This timely book both assesses and
contributes to the debates on the Homo Sacer project in its entirety.
Rethinking the notions of life and power – two of the central themes in
Agamben's work – through a reconstruction of his philosophical method and
an examination of his critique of Western metaphysics, this book argues
that Agamben's thought cannot be fully grasped if we do not account for
the intertwining of politics and ontology. This book argues that it is only by
revisiting Agamben's critique of signification and metaphysics and
examining his reconstruction of the archaeological method that we can
understand his notions of life and power. By bringing together the two
parts of the Homo Sacer project – the archaeology of the signature of
Sovereignty and the archaeology of governmentality – this book provides an
analysis of the production of Agambenian 'bare life'. In this sense this
project re-articulates Agamben's works on signification, language and
ontology with his archaeology of power. Offering an original examination of
Agamben's notion of resistance, this is essential reading for any thoughtful
consideration of his philosophical legacy.
Offers a striking new reading of Agamben’s political thought and its
implications for political action in the present. Challenging the prevalent
account of Agamben as a pessimistic thinker, Catastrophe and Redemption
proposes a reading of his political thought in which the redemptive element
of his work is not a curious aside but instead is fundamental to his project.
Jessica Whyte considers his critical account of contemporary politics—his
argument that Western politics has been “biopolitics” since its inception,
his critique of human rights, his argument that the state of exception is now
the norm, and the paradigmatic significance he attributes to the
concentration camp—and shows that it is in the midst of these catastrophes
of the present that Agamben sees the possibility of a form of profane
redemption. Whyte outlines the importance of potentiality in his attempt to
formulate a new politics, examines his relation to Jewish and Christian
strands of messianism, and interrogates the new forms of praxis that he
situates within contemporary commodity culture, taking Agamben’s
thought as a call for the creation of new political forms.
What is an apparatus? was originally published in Italian in 2006 under the
title: Che cos'è un dispositivo?; The friend was originally published in
Italian in 2007 under the title: L'amico; and, What is the contemporary?
was originally published in Italian in 2008 under the title: Che cos'è il
contemporaneo
A Critical Introduction and Guide
The Myth and Mystery of Kore
The Ethics of a Potential Urbanism
Anywhere or Not at All
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A Critical Introduction
And Other Essays
Agamben’s thought has been viewed as descending primarily from
the work of Heidegger, Benjamin, and, more recently, Foucault.
This book complicates and expands that constellation by showing
how throughout his career Agamben has consistently and closely
engaged (critically, sympathetically, polemically, and often
implicitly) the work of Derrida as his chief contemporary
interlocutor. The book begins by examining the development of
Agamben’s key concepts—infancy, Voice, potentiality—from the
1960s to approximately 1990 and shows how these concepts
consistently draw on and respond to specific texts and concepts
of Derrida. The second part examines the political turn in
Agamben’s and Derrida’s thinking from about 1990 onward,
beginning with their investigations of sovereignty and violence
and moving through their parallel treatments of juridical power,
the relation between humans and animals, and finally messianism
and the politics to come.
Giorgio AgambenA Critical IntroductionStanford University Press
This book offers ecumenical essays that focus on Reformation
Christianity and on current Lutheran-Catholic understandings and
relationships. It addresses important issues, including the
meaning of the Reformation, the reception of Luther in Germany
and beyond, contemporary ecumenical dialogues, and pathways to
the future. There is also some inclusion of Jewish and Orthodox
traditions as well as attention to global issues. Taken as a
whole, the primary method of this book is theology informed by
history, hermeneutics, ethics, and social theory. Within the
structure of the book can be found the classic hermeneutical
circle: What was the meaning of the Reformation for Luther in
his own time? What are various ways in which Luther and the
Reformation have been interpreted in history? How does knowledge
of these things help us today to understand the Reformation and
to move forward?
Giorgio Agamben is one of the most important and controversial
figures in contemporary continental philosophy and critical
theory. His work covers a broad array of topics from biblical
criticism to Guantanamo Bay and the ‘war on terror’. Alex Murray
explains Agamben’s key ideas, including: an overview of his work
from first publication to the present clear analysis of
Agamben’s philosophy of language and life theories of ethics and
‘witnessing’ the relationship between Agamben’s political
writing and his work on aesthetics and poetics. Investigating
the relationship between politics, language, literature,
aesthetics and ethics, this guide is essential reading for
anyone wishing to understand the complex nature of modern
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political and cultural formations.
Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben is the rare writer whose
ideas and works have a broad appeal across many fields, and his
devoted fans are not just philosophers, but readers of political
and legal theory, sociology, and literary criticism as well. In
March 2009, Agamben was invited to speak in Paris' Notre-Dame
Cathedral in the presence of the Bishop of Paris and a number of
other high-ranking church officials. His resulting speech, a
stunningly lucid and provocative look at the history and state
of the Church and its role in society, is presented here. The
Church and the Kingdom is at once a pointed attack on the
institutional structure of the Catholic Church and a theoretical
excursus on the concepts of messianic time and economy.
Presenting an exegesis of certain key passages in the New
Testament, Agamben examines the philology and philosophy at the
root of the Church and of its earthly reign. With its
examinations of the foundational texts of the Church, which are
also the foundational texts of our modern idea of economy, The
Church and the Kingdom reveals significant connections and
parallel ideologies which are imperative to understanding the
current global situation. This edition of Agamben's text is
accompanied by photographs by artist Alice Attie. Made from
folded and twisted reproductions of paintings culled from
Christian iconography, these works of art evoke the restless
challenge that well-characterizes Agamben's four decades of
philosophy and critique. This book will be welcomed by Agamben's
many readers across the disciplines.
Law, Life, and Writing in Agamben's Reading of Derrida
Critical Theory: The Key Concepts
Spheres of Potentiality
From Critical Theory to Biopolitics
Agamben and the Signature of Astrology
Beyond the Threshold of Deconstruction
This book explores the relationship between the works of Agamben and Jacques Derrida.
Arthur Willemse explains how Agamben’s thought renders Derridean terminology
inoperative—by suspending the suspense of signification. He argues that this is Agamben’s
way of undoing a theological structure of thought that philosophy has unknowingly
appropriated.
This the first dictionary dedicated to the work of Giorgio Agamben, the radical Italian
philosopher. Bringing together leading scholars in the field, it provides a unique and
comprehensive introduction to his work, offering readers a range of clear and c
Italian critical theorist Giorgio Agamben may be best known for his political writings
concerning the curtailing of privacy rights in the wake of 9/11 and the status of prisoners
of war and refugees. Yet, casting him primarily as a political theorist is misleading given
his significant contributions to the fields of linguistics, literary theory, philosophy,
aesthetics, and religious studies. This book provides the first ever comprehensive
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introduction to Agamben’s work as it pertains to the field of education. Written in a clear
and accessible style, Giorgio Agamben: Education without Ends is an invaluable resource
for anyone interested in thinking education beyond its current standardized forms. The
first part of the book creates a context by highlighting formative experiences in
Agamben’s biography that reflect a particular idea of education on the threshold between
life and work. The second part introduces the notions of infancy, study, community, and
happiness, and discusses their relevance with regard to key issues in educational theory
and practice. The third part shows how conceptual constellations based on Agamben’s
work can inspire studious practices within the spatial, temporal, and curricular
infrastructure of educational institutions as they exist today.
A new reading of the philosophy of contemporary art by the author of The Politics of Time
Contemporary art is the object of inflated and widely divergent claims. But what kind of
discourse can open it up effectively to critical analysis? Anywhere or Not at All is a major
philosophical intervention in art theory that challenges the terms of established positions
through a new approach at once philosophical, historical, social and art-critical.
Developing the position that “contemporary art is postconceptual art,” the book progresses
through a dual series of conceptual constructions and interpretations of particular works
to assess the art from a number of perspectives: contemporaneity and its global context;
art against aesthetic; the Romantic pre-history of conceptual art; the multiplicity of
modernisms; transcategoriality; conceptual abstraction; photographic ontology;
digitalization; and the institutional and existential complexities of art-space and art-time.
Anywhere or Not at All maps out the conceptual space for an art that is both critical and
contemporary in the era of global capitalism. Winner of the 2014 Annual Book Prize of the
Association for the Study of the Arts of the Present (USA)
This volume constitutes the largest collection of writings by the Italian philosopher Giorgio
Agamben hitherto published in any language. The essays consider several figures in the
history of philosophy; the relation of linguistic and metaphysical categories; messianism in
Islamic, Jewish, and Christian theology; and the state and future of contemporary politics.
Where Are We Now?
Giorgio Agamben: Education Without Ends
What Is Philosophy?
Potentialities
Signatures of Life and Power
The Unspeakable Girl
Critical Theory: The Key Concepts introduces over 300 widely-used terms,
categories and ideas drawing upon well-established approaches like new
historicism, postmodernism, psychoanalysis, Marxism, and narratology as
well as many new critical theories of the last twenty years such as ActorNetwork Theory, Global Studies, Critical Race Theory, and Speculative
Realism. This book explains the key concepts at the heart of a wide range
of influential theorists from Agamben to Žižek. Entries range from concise
definitions to longer more explanatory essays and include terms such as:
Aesthetics Desire Dissensus Dromocracy Hegemony Ideology
Intersectionality Late Capitalism Performativity Race Suture Featuring
cross-referencing throughout, a substantial bibliography and index,
Critical Theory: The Key Concepts is an accessible and easy-to-use guide.
This book is an invaluable introduction covering a wide range of subjects
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for anyone who is studying or has an interest in critical theory (past and
present).
A clear and concise introduction to the political philosophy of Alain
Badiou, centred in a political context.
Tracing how the logic of inoperativity works in the domains of language,
law, history and humanity, 'Agamben and Politics' systematically
introduces the fundamental concepts of Agamben's political thought and
a critically interprets his insights in the wider context of contemporary
philosophy. In a change of focus from Agamben's other commentators,
Sergei Prozorov brings out the affirmative mood of Agamben's political
thought. He concentrates on the concept of inoperativity, which has been
a central to Agamben's thought from his earliest writings.
Giorgio Agamben has gained widespread popularity in recent years for his
rethinking of radical politics and his approach to metaphysics and
language. However, the extraordinary breadth of historical, legal and
philosophical sources which contribute to the complexity and depth of
Agamben's thinking can also make his work intimidating. Covering the
full range of Agamben's work, this critical introduction outlines
Agamben's key concerns: metaphysics, language and potentiality,
aesthetics and poetics, sovereignty, law and biopolitics, ethics and
testimony, and his powerful vision of post-historical humanity.
Highlighting the novelty of Agamben's approach while also situating it in
relation to the work of other continental thinkers, "The Philosophy of
Agamben" presents a clear and engaging introduction to the work of this
original and influential thinker.
"Is it meaningful to call oneself a democrat? And if so, how do you
interpret the word?" In responding to this question, eight iconoclastic
thinkers prove the rich potential of democracy, along with its critical
weaknesses, and reconceive the practice to accommodate new political
and cultural realities. Giorgio Agamben traces the tense history of
constitutions and their coexistence with various governments. Alain
Badiou contrasts current democratic practice with democratic
communism. Daniel Bensaid ponders the institutionalization of
democracy, while Wendy Brown discusses the democratization of society
under neoliberalism. Jean-Luc Nancy measures the difference between
democracy as a form of rule and as a human end, and Jacques Rancière
highlights its egalitarian nature. Kristin Ross identifies hierarchical
relationships within democratic practice, and Slavoj Zizek complicates the
distinction between those who desire to own the state and those who wish
to do without it. Concentrating on the classical roots of democracy and its
changing meaning over time and within different contexts, these essays
uniquely defend what is left of the left-wing tradition after the fall of
Soviet communism. They confront disincentives to active democratic
participation that have caused voter turnout to decline in western
countries, and they address electoral indifference by invoking and
reviving the tradition of citizen involvement. Passionately written and
theoretically rich, this collection speaks to all facets of modern political
and democratic debate.
Agamben and Theology
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What is an Apparatus?
Communist Study
Legal, Political and Philosophical Perspectives
Agamben and Indifference

Violence has long been noted to be a fundamental aspect of the human
condition. Traditionally, however, philosophical discussions have
tended to approach it through the lens of warfare and/or limit it to
physical forms. This changed in the twentieth century as the nature
and meaning of ‘violence’ itself became a conceptual problem. Guided
by the contention that Walter Benjamin’s famous 1921 ‘Critique of
Violence’ essay inaugurated this turn to an explicit questioning of
violence, this collection brings together an international array of
scholars to engage with how subsequent thinkers—Agamben, Arendt,
Benjamin, Butler, Castoriadis, Derrida, Fanon, Gramsci, MerleauPonty, Sartre, and Schmitt—grappled with the meaning and place of
violence. The aim is not to reduce these multiple responses to a
singular one, but to highlight the heterogeneous ways in which the
concept has been inquired into and the manifold meanings of it that
have resulted. To this end, each chapter focuses on a different
approach or thinker within twentieth and twenty-first century
European philosophy, with many of them tackling the issue through
the mediation of other topics and disciplines, including biopolitics,
epistemology, ethics, culture, law, politics, and psychoanalysis. As
such, the volume will be an invaluable resource for those interested in
Critical Theory, Cultural Studies, History of Ideas, Philosophy, Politics,
Political Theory, Psychology, and Sociology.
Giorgio Agamben
Ecumenical Perspectives Five Hundred Years After Luther’s
Reformation
The Epidemic as Politics
Agamben and Politics
Agamben Dictionary
Philosophy of Contemporary Art
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